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WHAT IS PROJECT LITERACY?

Project Literacy was organized at Cornell University on
February 1, 1964, by a developmental projects award from the Cooperative
Research Branch of the United States Office of Education. This project
represents one of the major commitments '6.-t the Office of Education to
basic research and curriculum development concerning both child and
adult literacy.

The purpose of Project Literacy is to organize, in various
universities, laboratories and state departments of education, research
which is essential to understand the acquisition of reading
The'major initial effort is to bring together researchers and educators
fro= a'>variety of disciplines to plan research which, when, taken as a
whole, will give us more substantial results than any single study can
provide. EachAnvestigator in the research consortium will be completely
responsible for hit-own activities. The project will provide mechanisms
whereby the individual'acientists can communicate their research strat-
egies, problems and results to each other add when necessary they will
be able to meet together. The 4 4-search findings will be brought to
bear on curricula= developments. When called upon, Project Literacy
will also undertake a program of studies similar to those which will
be initiated in other settings.

We believo that much current and potential research in
learning psychology, viitual preceptiori, cognitive behavior, neuro-
physiology of vision, child development, descriptive linguistics,
pwycholinguistics, the °Otology of educational innovation, research
with caturelly disadvantaged' Children End programmed instruction (to
cite totes Vtomplet) are essential to 'understanding literacy. Conse-
quently, we are endeavoring to locate research interests which hereto-
fezoe may not have been considered'reIeVant to this crucial educational
research areas
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AROUSAL: IMPLICATIONS ?OR A LEARNING-TO .READ PARADIGM

Yvonne Brackbill
University of Denver

For the last four years, this laboratory had been concerned

with a project investigating the effects on retention of reinforcement

delay during learning. In more than a dozen experiments with young

children working under a variety of conditions, it has been found consist-

ently that reinforcement delay facilitates retention. For the sake of

brevity, this phenomenon has been called the delay-retention effect.

In trying to find the reason foe the occurrence of the delay-

retentien effecti.e., the improvement of retention via reinforcement

delay during learning--we have been led to formulate a general hypothesis

of retention. The hypothesis is this: any condition that increases

arousal during learning will improve retention of the learned material.

Arousal is defined, in a loose-jointed conceptual way, as increased

attention to a non-threatening stimulus, and,in en operational sense, as

a d4inite response pattern in recordings of heart_ rate, GSR, and possibly,

blood' volume. One condition that increases arousal appears to be reinforce-

ment.deIay during learning. Another condition may well be the level of

dittieotty of leathini taSL If valid, the hypothesized relationship

Of these factors to arousal, and the relation of arousal to retention

(aid 'to i learning?) should be extremely important factors for the learning-

to-read and learning-to i.write situations.

The main Objectives of the studies proposed at the conference

are as MUM: (1) to compare the relative merits of three indices

QUarouSal,4eart rate, Mt and blood volume- -acrd to confirm or deny
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the hypothesis that reinforcement delay and task difficulty are directly

related to level of arousals which in turn influences retention; and (2)

to determine which of the stimulus combinations available to a teacher

maximizes short-term and long-term retention of learned eratheme-phoneme

associations. As an example, the plan of the second experiment is given

below.

The relative effectiveness of stimuluc combinations in.. establishing

grapheme-phoneme associations.

The usual approaches to teaching a child to read can profitably

be viewed as embodying a great deal of paired-associate learning. The

experimental design, in Table 1, is proposed as a starting point for

investigation of the process. The stimulus will be the written word

alone, or in combination with either or both spoken word and pictured

object. All Ss will be given the same fixed number of presentations

of the stimuli, and for the Ss the response will be the spoken word.

Knowledge of results (the ccirrect spoken word) ands if necessary, a

token reward, will serve as reinforcement. Physiological measures will

bi'recordeds as in the preliminary study, except that in this study half

the Ss under each condition will be run without attached electrodes,

as controls or possible effects o electrode attachment on learning

lind:retention.

.
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Table 1. Design of acquisition phase of Experiment II. N is not less
than 12/cell

maisrplaiiMair

Physiological
measures

taken

(5)

'TissisrammilffliaNNII~N~ININIIMManallsIMININNOMMIrrassraMMINew =satilasirilire

Groups Stimulus, training condition Response

1

2

3

4

No
physiological
measures

taken

6

7

8

sollimemilmorgw, Ammisimiw 400000111.1.

Grapheme Phoneme

Grapheme + phoneme. Phoneme

Grapheme +. objpet Phoneme

grapheme + phoneme + object Phoneme

ISNllfpIIIIIIIMNMSgsYwMwwvIsffawssNloaOftImIsssnr......ezwPIMNM.....

Grapheme

Grapheme + phoneme

Grapheme + object

Grapheme + phoneme + object

Phoneme

Phoneme

Phoneme

Phoneme

Following neqUisitious the eight groups will be further sub-

divided according to length of time intervening between learning and

tests of retention, It is proposed that both short -term and long-term

measures of retention be taken--probably one days and one week, after

acquisition.,

During the retention session, one unreinforced presentation of

the list will be given, asking for recall of the spoken words. Then,

successive reinforced rims through the list will be givens to a criterion

of relearning Results will indicate Which manner of stimulus presentation

maxiMilea'retaatioa of the graphemeaThoneme association.
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ACQUIRED RELEVANCE OF CUES IN READING: THE LEARNING OF SELECTIVE
OBSERVING RESPONSES

John C. Wright
Institute of Child Development

University of Minnesota

The research that I have been pursuing for the past year or so

is concerned with how young children learn to process information, In

collaboration with Miss Zahn and other students I have been trying to

analyze experimentally some of the mechanisms by which children learn

what aspects of the stimulus situation are relevant to the solution of

the problem at hand, whether it be a simple simultaneous two-chuff lm

discrimination or a complex array of ten alternatives yielding only

partial reinforcement. We are approaching the problem from two different

directions at once. One is the study of search behavior as it is organized

in long sequences of responses during problem solving, The other is the

study of observing responses in discrimination learning.

Problem solving and search behavior. Starting with the assumption

that trial and error behavior is more than the natural selection of certain

responses by reinforceMent and the extinction of other by nonreinforcement,

we have focussed on rather complex and ambiguous tasks, wherein we can

study the ways in which children organize and systematize their search

for t italic, We have been able to distinguish patterns and sequences

of responses that are hypothetes in the process of being tested, from

.iiiilaritaiterns that are being used as sem% routines by S. Systematic

search iS, We believe, morethan just a style of approaching problems. It

is a spetific'o tequente of informatiot-producing and record-

Ueping behaviors'th'at can be taught as a general 'strategy of approaching

rotates.
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Organization of observing behavior, On a much more direct and

primitive level orienting and observing behavior seems to have many of
the same functional properties as does systematic search in problem solving.
In both cases random querying of the environment seems to give way by

age six or seven to orgaized investigation. In both cases there is a

continuing interplay between, on the one hand, looking around, playing hunches,

guessing, etc., and ,on the, other hand, deliberate, sequentially organized,
internally coherent looking ands-testing, We believe that the major function
and value of both systematic search and orderly perceptual comparison is to
discover what particular cues= are really relevant to the problem at hand.
Once the child has discovered which cues are relevant and has by his own

active comparison and ordering responses outlined the reasonable possibilities
for.a correct response, then the process of, learning any correct stimulus-
response pairing is simple, rapid, and quite stable, 'To this end we have been

studying eye and hand -Taovements in visual and tactual discrimination learning
of children.

Rather, than simply photographing natural Faye. movements, we have

devised an apparatus on which children learn to. operate a level to bring
either of twostimuli into focus. Thus-both stimuli are continuously available
but but of ,focus, and it takes a combination of explicit, voluntary observing

responses to compare them.. Working with third-graders Miss Zahn has employed

a: AlelaYed,-reinforceMOnt.design in which:'all subjects must operate the lever
to compare; the stimuli before choosing on,each trial, but also in some con-

ditions they are permitted to continue comparing the stimuli which waiting
to find out whethertheir choitewas correct or not.. Those who have the

additional practice with this .relevant orienting behavior not only learn
quicker, but also look longer before choosing. Moreover, their more
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careful comparing of the stimuli continues unabatess for-some-time after

they have achieved the learning, criterion. Those not permitted to practice

observing and comparing during the delay interval learn more slowly, make

fewer and briefer comparisons, and show decreases in frequency and duration. ,of

looking responses over trials before they have learned the discrimination.

1...22.,catton to the studrof learnit,..aLsoreat.. Teachers have

long .known that attention is one key prerequisite to learning. Our aim will

be to take apart the variable of attention as it is revealed in selective
and organized looking- behavior in children learning to read. We hope to

bring the observing behavior itself under experimental control by pre-training

and then to use the obseriiing behavior in a variety of situations where it
interacts with discrimination of graphemes, acquisition of grapheme-phoneme

correspondences, and whole word recognition. We plan to make heavy use of

the work already accomplished by others on the critical features of letters
and words. We shall be especially interested in optimizing the time- relations

among observational interval, response latency, frequency and duration of

164ing,- teedbaCk,"and' rehearsal of correct responses following 'positive and

negative reinforcement. We shill' attempt also to inVistiage the effects,
both= ficilltatzni and interfering, of pre-training relevant and irrelevant

Observing responses.

r the ''side- of ProbloiritolVing -our attention will be directed toward

'the infl1enc of succes iiid:tailUre'(leVelt of nonaontingent reWard). on

guessing

of graphic

only in the

osedi:tro'syst.emitia analysis in learning an artificial language
onCi -coriesPondences. The latter, research is at this time

tsii4iageo,'-and our 1ins atiiitAtive at best.
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SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATION OF CERTAIN VARIABLES BASIC TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCES IN READING

Joanna P. Williams
University of Pennsylvania

The primary need in'reading research today is for a very
careful-and -systematic analysis of what "reading" really is. Only

after the general task has been analyied into its components will serious

advances in instruction be 'made. As each component skill is defined and

isolated, strategies for training must be developed and assessed. While

optimal training sequences may perhaps turn out to involve integrated
training on several component skills at the same time, it seems reasonable

to expect that the initial steps will come froni investigations of each

component skill considered separately

Specification of the task Components is a job in itself. For

example, one of the most fundamental skills in readinq is the ability to
"sound out" novel' grapheme' combinations: Some of the components here

ingluclo phoneme differentiat Jong phoneme Wending, grapheme discrimination,

associative learnincr of individual graphemes and phonemes for coMbinations)

learning,,,t0%,follow,a, left to right sequence, and transferring previously
learned correspondences to novel combinatiOns.

hre .tre 'sett' le.m1 research strategies which can be employed

ranging 5!rom-4 the:oretica1;approathilis .such tta.rthat of Gibson (e.g., her set of
distinctive leaturevf OrphemeS)'-' thottAnVetiViiig- the development of

an in.sti,--uctionat-settuenow Ir1WItottcr-:guista3oit sUeeessive approximations

toward the, most effective prijOatit''itisib IC. Regardless of one's strategy,

howeVeri-ki'iystemati'ddttV±,tsi basitJVariattlei iv' the SPOcifit context of the
actual materials -We wish to teach will'13CAtsefuls
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Listed here are several fundamental questions to be considered in
ta

choosing. the order in hich to introduce letters and letter combinations.

1. Followirip, standard programmed instruction principles, should the teak-

start off at alter), simple one-, and gradually increase in difficulty?

(a) ShOuld 'there be 1"maximum contrast" between the items nreSented

initally; and a liadual decrease in contrast? For. example,

should t'he child learn to ditcriminate the frraphemes o a.nd t

before Ile 'is presentr:d Atka .b and d?

imPortant that` the praphemes or the phonemes be.

wellsdifferentiated? In generals pre differentiation and

familiarization training en the response side proves more

effective. )-DoeS this principle hold for these specific materials?

Irso, Ahen iterhaps seq.uences should 'oe designed so that the

,phonise8 -are- maxintally contrasted' at first ., u vs. n would

be presented-much earlier than b vs,

2. 1.16*InitiVbf the Material shoul&brpresented. at one time? This,_ of

' elassic issue of whole vs. part learning, recently

revived
r ' 777--

3. Witat'13eittiiiilailkteAelieirtthioultt-he, attained- before" gOing.on, to the next

task in the training sequence? Should there be training on each item,

or on..each eiiminponent, until a very high criterion is reached (e.g., Fries

"automatic habits")? 'Or,- on the other. hand, should, the training program

inove:.aloiltt,s0.1,thatSnevei,i.is thoroughly competent and confidental at

any one state (as'reconeended, for example, by 0. K. Moore)?

fC:' O%dflte-X'.? cnt-is sOggested as a, -starting: point :

Pretrainjg: Each subject (tindergarten age) will be pre-trained at

one combination of levels of these two factors:
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1. Predifferentiation of the phoneme combinations (responses):

None, Low and High levels of training, the highest of
which will produce substantial overtraining on this task.

2. Predifferentiation of the grapheme combinations (stimuli):

Three levels as.--above.

Traininp: :1st of simple 161 grapheme-phoneme correspondences

(combituations) will be2learned. A constant number of anticipation trials

(experislenter-pased) ,will be given, on which Swill, be required to pronounce

the phoneme Combination when the grapheme combination is presented.

Both acquisition ,and retention will be studied. Will the results
differ as a4fUnction,of the amount of training given on the correspondences?

Errors will Also be.,,analyzedo. inl'order to determine whether particular

kinds of ertorL tend to b6 made as ,a'function of VietraininfT condition.
,.

The efficiOCY..:IifTteichOtraining condition will also be assessed.

If tilg,,TetOlts,'Iorove,,,,'interestingi' the experiment Might be extended

tO inclu4e. other .1tistleitgthS4 as -eitlititial step 'iit'studyinq the amount

of- material parameter. ,,12,:.

Effect of Consecutive Vs. Concurrent Presentation on the
A ss 0 0,41v 1,1 0 VeliiiT Responses- with A Single Referent.

I. Background,

A.
-'471- r,

Grapliente-phoneme correspondences

1. ,Bloomfield recomiends that only
-A' -`,;,!=cd

be taught at a-timet.,. only after

one corresT)odence should

a high learning criterion

ha0:104,reatile4 should *another phoneme associated with

that grapheme be introduced.
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Levin argues that both correspondences Should be developed at
the same time and has data to support his divaratty

.Second-language learning

1. "Naturalistic" observations such as Leopold's suggest that

children who learn two lane uages concurrently experience

confusion.

2e Recent experiments by Levin and by Singer, on the other
hand, indicate that concurrent training Is more effective.

II. Research Plan

A. Subjects: fourth grade children

Modification of Previous studies: Materials will reflect more

clearly the natural situation, e.g., steanbgful stimuli (pictures

of common, familiar objects) will be used.

Additional variables

1. Did the cue that indicated the "language" to which each

response term belong influence the results? Groups 11,M with

such a cue and with no cue will be compared. (If the cue-present

condition produces superior results, the suggestion might be

made that etildren being trained in two languages should hear

each language consistently from the same people, etc.)

In the consecutive training, the degree of proficiency on

the 'first language before the second language is introd.10A,1

will be varied. A- high level of proficiency before switching

will probably lead to greater differentiation and isolation

of the two response sets, and may increase the effectiveness

tive training as compared with concurrent training.
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READING AS A MOTOR SKILL: A MEDIATIGN MML

Cdrtis Hardyck
Lewis F. Petrtnovich

Thomas Schipp

University of California Medical School
San Francisco

The five Stuaes proposed share a tommon conceptual framework, -

In this framework, Whidh is Wed on a mediationsl model of learning,

the process orlon:ling to read is conceptualized as a motor skill

Which develops through. several stages of integration until a final neural

analegue 15 established. In this conceptualization, the preliminary

stages of learning to read are linked closely with a set of sounds that

are the auditory counterpart of what is initially a perceived object.

The next stage of devCopment is forming the link that occurs with seeing

pictures with this sound, and as a final preliminary stage, developing the

relationship between a set of symbols, a picture, the object itself and

the set of sounds.

In this *Wel, next to the object itself, the sounds provide the

richestAmilmost constant source of stimulus support extending over the

entity i range of stimuli to which the identifying response is generalized.

This offe rs motor wayi a more solid base for generalization than the

original object.
f

Consequeftly, it would seem that the vocalization of
,

sounds associated with learning objects and concepto provides the richest
. .

constant source of stimulus support during the early stages of association

and generalizatien.

e prelnary stages in this model refer to those periods

when the child (1) has learned-by rote a set of symbols associated with

a: `story that has been read to kW many times; (2) has begun to learn these

.4
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symbols by himself but uses the sounds as a reference or resource in

checking himself on the =ran of a set of symbols.

Once the above preliminary stages have been mastered, the overt

votalization Which has been preeminent until now is replaced by another

stage of integration in which the gross vocal movements drop out to be

replaced-hy'tubiodalizations or vocalizations far below the normal conversa-

tional1io0e16-' Thit pattern' is present during-the stages when the initial
elementt of the task of learning to read 'have been-mastered but the elements

of skill' 'and Speed are as 'yet undeveloped. Once the level of integration of

the reading response 'has readhed a certain 'level, the subvocalization disappears,

to be',replaced'W. a neural analogile of thiS'process which:allows a high level

of skill and speed.' kept in deVelopingythit --neural analogue 'in certain ways

parallels the crginal procett,'and perhaps iS itamorphic' to the motor develop-

ment patiern...''''The individual may be able to read rapidly, but hear the words

as he 'reads, or 'h almost entirely on the basis of a set

of WhiCh by fl'oWñedño priMary,' s lilt reform de.

It is PrOpeSedte'teti'the''aboife)nodel by a series of studies

1. longitudinal follow-up

ôL children learning to read. In this study, electrcsnyograins of the

vocal muscles and other measures would be ,obtained on children over

a period of several years.

2. :A study of the relationship of difficulty to subvocalization. This

study will experimentally vary material of different difficulties and

measure tendencies toward sub-vocalization in relation to difficulty

levels. By experimentally 'varying the difficulty level of the material

read, using both vocal and more general measures of muscular activity

temblik st.
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as dependent variables, a Post hoc test of the model will be possible.

The third study is a replication, With improved controls, of sow

work already done in then area. In this study, college students who

subvodaliied Were treated by stplifying Of the vocal muscles during

reading' and'havinig- the subject listen to it over earphones.

The subject 'was, instructed to read while keeping the noise in the

earphones to a minimum.: Prelitinary results indicate that this

tontinutuS feedback technique is quite successful in reducing the

'Or lithitoialitatiOn.

If the 'Mediation model is correct, elimination of subvocalization

by the feedbickiteilinique used above should result in either

facilititidii or inhibition of readiifg speed, depending on the stage

6f doVeldiiineat if the subject at the time the feedback technique is

adininiiterivid

A fifth study will take advantage of a rather unique patient population.

Patients Who are to undergo surgery for cancer of the larynx will be

studies iiteetromyOgraphic tecimicines prior to surgery. Following

surgerY, electromyorraphic studies Of muscle activity during reatling

the patient is learning, esophageal speech can be done.

MIMI NMIreiNi0.0001.11111111.1=111.10.1.11111111111221MmillONNIIiiiima1 liiiiro.
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STIMULUS FACTORS IN LITERACY: "SHAPING" VERBAL AND NONVERBAL
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION

Julian Hochberg
,oinoll University

Learning to read is probably not a central problem in literacy

in its. broader senses since children occasionally teach themselves to

read with little or no aisistancee devising instructional procedures

cannot be diftictilt; furtheriere-, innumerable People who can

read Ate foini1onaliiiIitaie0iieCauSetheY won't consume the printed

word unlss embedded in certain kinds of pictorial content.

The main problem seems tonic to be one of motivation, of interest,

therefore, not of learning.

I ain conilined with the uncovering and evaluating the various

detezminerits -of graphic reinforcement and interest the char-

acteristiCiif such picture -text amalgams as picture books, illustrated

magatines, and even comic strips, which, when successful, instigate and

Maintain reading behavim.a. Some graphic diSplays are essentially "teaching

machines ; most ire**. When we understand the successful ones, we shall

be able" st Will to induce self-instructional reading behaviors in young

children, both for its own sake, and so that we can study how this apparently

painless process can.be applied to others, and we shall be able to extend
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desirable kinds of specialization between the two media (or components),

sugglst themselves after even the most cursory study of the problem. We

are making fair progress in measuring contributory stimulus factors,

substantive or meaningful ai well as "mechanical" or compositional

ImeSsuring the Substantive stimulus factors by the value of a given

picture of sequence for reducing the equiprobability of alternative

interpretations or "endings" of ambiguous text segments); but important

sourcet'of variance still elude us.

Dependent variables are: For clats A factors: units of display

(pages "frames" in comic strips, etc.) perused ad lib, recorded by covert

obseviers;-coVert geze records via 'concealed cameras; reading comprehension

tests.. For class B factors: reluctance to interrup perusal of experimental

book or strip; resistance to satiation (or tolerance of repetitions) before
relapsing to idleness in a "cover task" of waiting for an experimental
interview; most ambitious, but as yet unattempted: a covert eye-recording

device which will measure when the reader "defocusses" his eyes and

"woolgathers" 11

OilmellOUVOMMWM.A.MINOww00100.1100....mioftsow.

iheAnstintsure---depends on the feasibility of a new instrument,
now being constructed in pilot form, which is worn like spectacles
and which yields digital Output concerning the-position of eacheye in its socket, ,thus permitting measurbig both the fixation
'ptiint''of'the reader land the degree of convergence (which is anindex of accommodation or focus) tt becalm of its digital output,reCordw4hould analyzable; and the immedistte controlof stimulation* via feedback programs., becomes possible: thus
When the'reader'StOS concentrating on a page, d'or fixates for
too long a period, a bell can rings or more dramatically, the

whi h the` eye 'isi-4irected may itself be changed,stabilized, etc*
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READING AS A PERCEPTUAL SKILL

Paul A; Kolers
Research Laboratory of Electronics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(19)

Reading is pre-eminently a psychological process. There are

many thousands of alphabets, and each is as good as any other as the

medium of information exchange: the stimulus materials (the characters)

are.entirely arbitrary, the skilled reader is often indifferent to

variations in the form of the stimulus (font, size, and the like), and

most often, barely "sees" the stimulus at all. Skilled reading extracts

"information" from the visual array, not visual targets, but we know

very little of how this information-extracting takes place.

Two sets of experiments were designed to study this process of

extractilig information; in method, they required subjects to read materials

that had been transformed either temporally or spatially.

In one set of experiments, college students tried to recognize

words presented one letter at a time in identical positions on a projection

strean. Some of the words were categorially ambiguous; consisting of six

letters, they can be read as two three letter words or as one six-letter

word. Examples are CARROT, COITON. The duratiOn for which the letters

were presented, and the length of the blank pause between the offset

of the third and the onset of, the fourth letters were varied. Other

kinds of words-'indivisible, six-letter units (ORANGE) or two three-letter
A

(CUP. BOY) also were presepted. The ,principal findings were that ;, single

six-letter word is easier to detect than two three-letter words, and

that categorially ambiguouS.six-letter words are easier to detect than
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indivisible ones, at all letter durations. The import of the latter

finding is unclear for the moment. Also, at letter durations below about

100 milliseconds, a curious and interesting anagramic effect occurs:

the subjects can detect all the letters, but report them in incorrect

%,,luences This was especially noticable with nonsense syllable stimuli,

although it occurred as well with' words.

In a second set of experiments, subjects were required to read

.normal.EngliSh text that had been.subjected to geometric transformations:

rotation, inversion, reflection, and letter reversal. The transformations,

while logically equivalent, are not:perceptually equivalent: a clear

rank-ordering is apparent in their .readability. Of greater interest

than mere difficultystis the way subjects learn to read the transformations.

When first presented with a page of transforted text, the subjects

deliberately and carefully figure out the nature of the transformation;

their reading at this stage can be characterized as a problem-solving

process. Practiced with one page of each of eight transformations on

each of eight days, tie subjects rapidly discard this problem-solving

approach, and merely "read", much as they would normal text, albeit some-

what slower. Their spontanequs coMmPl4s'*WcatO.that their comprehension

of the material is minimal at the earlier-stages, but improves with their

skill. In a 'subsidiary experiment, two groups of subjects read five

pages of one kind of transformed text (mirror reflection) on each of

five successive days. Twenty-one of the pages were read with one eye

only, the remaining four with the other eye only. Transfer between

eyes was virtually perfect. However, of the subjects, a few were
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Americans majoring ipn Middle-Eastern studies with a reportedly good

(21)

reading knowledge of at lean One Semitic language (typically Hebrew

or Arabic), languages OiCkare read from right to left. These subjects

were far ,superior to the others in their ability to read English text

from right to left , We assume their greater skill came from practice

in processing written material from right to left, not from practice in

reading English in mirror reflection.

Two qualitatiie observations finish this summary. One is that

a subject often can recognize the letters of a word that has been trans-

formed either temporally or spatially, but still be unable to identify

the word itselfc This identifies for us the fact that recognizing a word

involves processes of a different kind from Inv,* recognition of its

constituent letters. The second observation emphasizes the "program"

nature of reading: the subjects who read twenty-five pages of transformed

,teitescrilzed.i.abOve,.i were 400 (.-testedtr,with .dne paRe-or.normal -English

text 'at the :Ibeiginntitg toe tho: assiStarild Iat 'the. ;end a the 'Last ; day 1,s

:testing.:) ,PmsepteA :With do page ,zof. :florae Mnglishr text :toil:read. after ;
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NEUROPSYCHOLOGY OF liECOGNITICN
AND INTERSENSORY ASPECTS OF READING

R. Wayne Jones and Thome Shipley
Department of Ophthalmology
Bascom Palmer Eye Institute

University of Miami, School of Medicine

Reading is clearly an intersensory process. The maturational

development of the prerequisite skills for reading involve the acquisition

of an auditory recognition vocabulary followed by a speaking vocabulary.

These two processes become a receptive (hearing) and motor (speaking)

association to which visual configuration (printed word) is attached as

the child learns to read.

Recent research has pointed to the importance of central

auditory- receptive deficits in dyslexic children. Children with a

central auditory-receptive deficit cannot be distinguished by pure tone

audiometric screening teChniques. Their difficulties become evident

only as the, complexity of the auditory recognition task increases or as

the stimulus becomes masked or distorted. Clear differences are evident

in normal and retarded readers when they are required to discriminate

distorted or masked words. Further,_ discrimination of meaningias. lost

if the syllables of words are separated distinctly across time.

The importance of parallel central visual-receptive processes

in the acquisition of reading ability has not been investigated to

the same-extent as has the auditory modality.- Nor have, the aspects of

intersensory association of simultaneous auditory and visual stimulation

been contrasted for 401091,X0 aid X00 - adequate., readers.

The contribution of ocular and optical defects to reading

disability remains en unresolved question. Whereas Helen Robinson
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reports that visual anomalies were found in .73 percent of cases studied

fully, these were considered as contributory causes of reading disability-
in SO percent of cases. On the other hand, Helen Shimota reports a
significantly higher percentage of visual anomalies in adequate readers

than in retarded readers The relationship betwlen verteitiv=cd.

defects and cortical visual-receptive deficits is essentially unknown.
1.

The Bascom Palmer Eye Institute houses the Department of

Ophthalmology of the University of Miami School of Medicine. The research

and diagnostic facilities make feasible a detailed investagation of the

mechanisms underlying visual discrimination and visual recognition.

Complete Ophthalmological and ortheptic examinations are available

for each child' stUdied* Location of the Institute in the medical school

complex will allow for diagnostic screening by the departments of

pediatrics, neurology and .otolaryngology (including speech evaluation).

The Eye Institute has recently acquired an evoked potential

computor. This device computes across time a quantitative measurement of

Cottical Cotdipital lobe) activity- which. =is synchronous with a visual

(or auditory) stimulus over and ,:above normal onuigoing cortical activity.

The' evOked potential lechniqu 'las-never been utilized is the study of

dytlexia. We -,feek it holds great ,promise.

In :generals the propOsed research project will study intel-

lectually matched populations of normal and dysleiic children with regard

to:

Visual discrinination (simple and complex)
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2, Visual recognition (threshold levels)

a) effect of masking
b) effect of blurring
4) effect,of. temporal separation

1) of syllables in words
2yoUSequential action

d) tachtistiscopic recognition (simple, complex and
overlaid figures)-

Auditory discrimination

Auditory. recognition

a) effect of masking
b) effect of blurring

effect of temporal separation
1) of syllables in words

So The interaction effect of Simultaneous intersensory
-stimalation.Hof;visual'and- auditory modalities will be
studied for each of the experimental situations listed
:above° By presents g s blurred masked or.distorted
visual stimulus simultaneously with a blurred, masked or
distorted' toun4-the threshold of recognition should be
enhanced. The degree of enhancement is predicted to be
less, for the :::,dyslexic child, -;A..casparison will be possible
within groups between single and dual stimulation recogni-
tion' thresholds*,

---_CoriicalAmsponsivity10-visual,and 'auditory stimulation
.(evdked potential technique) will be'quentitatively measured.

All children will receive an EEG, speech evaluation,

(24)

ophthalmological and audiological, evaluation, Level of reading proficiency

will be ascertained by a consultant to the project with extensive experience

in the diagnosis of reading problems.



It EIDETIC IMAGERY IN CHILDREN--SUMMARY OF RESEARCHY

Ralph Norman Haber
Yale University

Some' children (and a very few adults) are able to maintain a

Complete visual image of a stimulus from which they can describe the

(25)

timulus in detail. This eidetic imagery is notably different from most

it perception, in which any visual image of a stimulus fades almost

:lately (lasting generally no more than a few hundred milliseconds)

adu

toed

and a description of the stimulus must be based on 'a normally incomplete

memory. Eidetic imagery has been differentiated from memory by its

presetvatiol of fine detail, by Ws reports that a visual image still
persists after the stimulus has been removed, and by behavior which

indicates that S is indeed attending to such an Image. it is distinguished
from after-image$ by its long duration, by the ease of evocation from even

low-contrast stimuli, by its positive representation of cOlor, by its
independence of visual fixation during inspection, end by the lack of

effactS of owe-movements during report of the image.

ITathet first stage of our research, all children in two elementary

Schools in .14ew Haven wet°

a standardized procedure,

tested for the presence of eidetic imagery using

to assess both the number of children possessing

thiskind;:ottnagiory, and something Of the:'.neture of the Imagery itself.

oUlshowing each. child ,'a picture

of flour) for 30 .:seconds removing it after he had thoroughly

3601illect::'_andifeXamined it, and ;t4trit-,' Woking 'whether he ;could., still :see any

image of ihel;pictOre:;01.,the':'botkgrOinid Where it had been. Prior to the

0111011111MIINII

1/ This research has been supported.by a grant from NM (4H-03244) during
the past $ yeas. My wife, Ruth H. Haber, has been a collaborator
throughout the project.
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presentation of the four pictures, the children were shown stimuli

designed to elicit after- images, both to have a measure of after-

images, but more importantly to demonstrate to the child what is expected
A

of him. Careful observation of eye-movements were made during inspection

and report of any imagery for each of the four pictures. A complete recall

from memory of each picture was also obtained after whatever imagery there

was had faded.

While 55% of the children reported having an image to at least

one of the pictures, only 8% 00,12 in the second school where most of

the detailed analyses were completed) reported, images to all of the

stimuli which met the criteria for eidetic imagery. The shortest of

their images were 40 seconds, while the average was over three minutes,

and nearly all were positively colored. Each of these images were

scannable during report, while none of the other Ss reported an image

that could be scanned. Accuracy of detail was rated on a nine-point

scale from a. tape recording of S's report: the eidetic images were nearly

perfect, in that S could not only report all cif the objects in the pictures,

but their orientations and finer attributes, For example, in one picture,

all of the feathers worn by each of ten Indians could be counted correctly,

the colors in, each of the blankets identified, and the arm positions and

expressions of each person i704icated: It would be very difficult to

differentiate whether the child was giving his report from an image

of the stimulus or freM the stimulus itself, In contrast, the images

reported by the other Ss were greatly impoverished, were often of a shadow

or film color, or of. single' objects: without detail.
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. The twelve eidetic children from eight to twelve years

of age. Half of the eidetic children were boys, and half were Negro

(the same proportions as As a partial longetudinal

study, nine of these children were retested one year and again two

years later, Eight of the nine were still eidetic, and to the same

extent on both further testings.
- _-

We are just completing intensive formal psychological testing,

including intelligence tests and projective evaluations. We are

planning detailed interviews with the parents, teachers and the children
4

themselves. These will include not only questions regarding the eidetic

imagery directly (all twelve were quite aware of this ability-wand

think all children can see this war), but also whether the parents have

noticed it, and if so, when, and how it has affected other cognitive

Skills especially learning to read and form concepts.

The second line of research is more perceptual, and concerns

the use of these eidetic children as Ss in experimental tests of the

duratin of imagery, using procedures we have developed to measure the

duration of short-term memory, and in tests of recovery of unavailable

memory through the use of association tasks as a recovery aid.

S.
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RESEARCH PLANS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS RELEVANT TO PROJECT LITERACY

Anne D. Pick
Macalestcr College

and
Herbert L. Pick, Jr.

University of Minnesota

Our present and proposed research relevant to Project Literacy derives

from "graphic discrimination" studies and "reading-pronounciability" studies

carried out as part of the Cornell reading project.

Studies of the discrisatiatiicforms Previous investigations

have shown that children between the ages of font years and eight years improve

in their ability to make visual discriminations among letter-like forms. Further

studies of improvement in such discriminations, both visually and tactually

demonstrated the importance of "distinctive features" in learning such a task.

It also appeared that conditions of comparison-successive or simultaneous-pre-

dicted the extent to which a type of "schema" learning accompanied distinctive

feature learning. One of our current projects is an investigation of this

phenomenon cross-modally.

In one experiment Ss (first graders) were trained to discriminate

visually between "standard" letter-like forms and variations of these. These

variations or comparison forms were transformations of the standard forms such

as rotations and reversals, line and curve Changes, perspective size changes.

After training these Ss were given a transfer task in which they were asked to

discriminate tactually between letter-like forms varying systematically from those

they had in training. A.. second group of Ss learned to discriminate tactuaa

between some letter-like forms and then were given a transfer task to which they

were asked to diserlpinate visuallxbetween some forms varying systematically

from those they :had previously learned.

preliminarY,enalYSis of these results suggests that it may be the

trans er'conditions and the extent to which these involve simultaneous or
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successive comparisons, rather than the training conditions, which affects
the extent: to which schemaertype processes accompany the learning of important
dimensions of difference in such a task.

One related project which we will begin shortly is a developmentalns! study
of the tactual discrimination of letter-like forms and the comparison of these re-
sults with the previous developmental study of visual discrimination of these forms.
We hope that these data will suggest a model which will integrate all the present
results.

Studies of the role of reloties *soendences in word neroen-
tion. Previous investigations have shown that the extent to which there are high
grophemeophoneme correspondences in letter combinations affects their perceptibil-
ity. For bethchildren and .adults letter combinations have high grapheme-phoneme

correspondencest-i.0., letter'conbinations which are pronounceable, are more
quickly and more accurately perceived than letter combinations which are unpro-
nounceabIe.'), Currently we are investigating the effect of pronounceability on
perception fOi childrek_who rut Braille.

::.Pronounceable.and'onpronounceable1etter cotbinations, written in
Braille Were4TesentedAndividuallyloblind4 Braille-reading students from ages
nine ',The.pronounceable and unpronounceable letter combinations consisted
of different arrangemerits-:oUthe:- amiletters. Ss were asked to read to themselves
and spell :4Id 'each Word in 'sucOeSsion as Auickly,as possible.

;for all- but one of 26. St, _the .protioeablords were read more

quickly than:the vinpronounceable words._ Errors also showed a significant differ-
ence in favor of-the pronounteable words despite the fact that Ss took more time to
read the un kon' 0 words'and'hence might have been (mulcted to read them as
accurately as the pronounceable words. The types of errors made by these Ss are
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interesting and we are attempting a systematic analysis of them.

Another investigation which will shortly be undertaken is relevant to

both of the kinds Of problems which we are studying. This project will be to
obtain from both sighted Ss (working.blindfoldedyand blind Ss a confusion

matrix for Braille forms., . Ss. will be asked to compare Braille forms with each

other and to. .seme and difference judgments. The patterns of perceptual con-

fusions which are made by both types of Ss will, we hope, suggest generalizations

about tactual discriminationprocesset and further elucidate the kinds of errors
made W $s in the pronounces.bility- study just described.

The spdy, of the, grapheme-phoneme correspondences in perception is

leading, us in one further. direction. In order to shed some light on the

mechanism of this apparently, quite general facilitating effect of pronounceobility
on perceptiont we ha,ve recently begun a study which manipulates pronounceability

as a subject variable. The study is being carried out in, collaboration with

Dr. Mildred Templin of the University of Minnesota, Institute of Child

DevelopmentY Dr. Templin loils4ben conducting for the past several years a
longitudinal study of speed! pathology. These Ss are being compared in their

ability to preceivo visual and auditory verbal stimuli to other groups who have

had speech difficulties but have overcome them, as well as to groups who have

never had any speech difficulties. Preliainary analysis of overall errors sug-
gests Oat the present speedk-difficulty groups are inferior in the perception of
visual verbal, stimuli to the normal groups and the improved groups.

1/ Mr. Rabat Klein has participated in the planning of this study and haddirected the de -,dbizetticonev,



CEMPREHENSION WITH USE OF PHONIC TEACHING METHODS

Jane 1 len Hutton locher

Center for Cognitive Studies
Harvard University

(31)

During the last.few years I have been, studying the development

of formal reasoning in children aged six to twelve years. The children

have worked on highly schematized concept formation tasks similar to

those used in studies with adults, e.g. by Hovland and Weiss; Bruner,

Goodnow and Austin. These problems all required the children to discover

Which one of a small set of binary attribUtes activated a light. Depending

on the sequencing of positive- and/or negative outcomes of instances on

these problems, the number of inferential steps required to obtain answers

varied. While small children were relatively successful in isolating

these simple one-to-one relationships with sequences requiring few

inferential steps, they were totally unsuccessful with those requiring

several such steps. The sources of difficulty did not appear to result

from inability to carry out any of the single inferences required but

rather arose from the necessity to execute a sequence of such inferences.

These findings have aroused my interest in children's general

Moat,' to hoId onto and integrate sequences of elements in larger

meaningful units. Obviously, such skills are required for learning to

reads The child must hold sequences of phonemes until an entire word

has been sounded and/ar sequences of words until phrases and sentences

are complete I wonder whether children gain much of the meaning of

pespVes while attempting to integrate units into new sequences or

whether such passages must b repeated several times or require the
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Several allied questions arise. Assuming, for example, that

phonic teething methods are used:

1. How long a sequence of phonemes can the child sound out

into a new sequence and be able to figure out the word he

is sounding? Does the size of the population of letters

to which they have been introduced affect this skill?

What effect does overlearning of units have in increasing

the ability to integrate these units into sequences?

Correlative with this question: Is the rapidity and ease

with which letters may be s Am.4 4...mportant for determining

the meaning of words?

3. Haw well can children handle disjunctive possibilities

for the sound of single letters? e.g. Does a letter

known to have two alternative pronunciations, introduced

early in a sequence, disrupt "holding" the entire sequence?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR RESEARCH CH THE USE OF THE CHUMS KROWLEDM-

OF SPOKEN LANGUAGE IN THE TEACHING OP READING, AND .WRITING

Rose R. Olver
Amherst College

To make maximum use of the child's well developed speaking

knowledge of language in the teaching of reading and writing it seems

important to give the child at the outset an awareness of the relationships

of spoke and written language -- for example, that both are forms of com-

munication and that writing serves as a way of recording spoken language.

This could be accomplished by presenting reading and writing as a "con -

versation game" -- perhaps in a larger context where dialogue between tutor

and learner may be carried out by speaking, acting out with gestures,

drawing pictures, reading and writing, etc. This approach might well

introduce the child to some of the potentials of written communication --

that it provides a fairly permanent record, enables communication in absence

of the communicator, and so forth -- and should point up why some of the

"rules" of reading and writing are necessary -- such as punctuation marks

to indicate pauses and intonation. In addition, such a written dialogue

would provide a mechanism for immediate corrective feedback to the learner

for mutual comprehension among the participants can be checked by judgments

of whether statements given in response follow from correct understanding

of 'prior statements or by the action consequences when statements include

instructions to be carried out by tutor or learner. In the initial stages of

reading and writing, where the learner's ability to produce statements with

paper and pencil are not well enough developed for ease in playing such a

"gaffe- " -word cards night be devised from which the child (and the tutor)

could select and build sec mows.
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In addition to engaging the child in a search for relations between
spoken and written languages using the child's speaking knowledge of language
in teaching reading and writing requires an examination of what indeed one
has to build on in the attempt to establish correspondences between the

printed page and the child's spoken language. Thus it seems of importance to
determine how the child sepents the flow of spoken languor:). By providing

the Mild with a notation system for representing the units he forms he may be
led to the more conventional units of written notation. If, for example, the
child has some sense of an utterance or sentence as a segment of spoken

language, he might be provided with a notation for the representation of this
unit. From a set of such utterances in notational form, the child may be led

to discover further subdivisions by noting what regularities occur within

his segments. Thus, comparison of differences and regularities occur within

sets of utterances as spoken and as written may give the child much of the infor

motion he needs to draw correspondences between the units of speaking and of
writing.

Concurrent with the division of utterances into units, the child

should begin the construction of new utterances by combining segments of previ-

ously produced sentences. This sort of activity may illustrate the useful units

to employ in written notation and may bring the child to an understanding of

the difference between lists of words and sentences.

It seems likely 'that this approach to the teaching of reading --

since it stresses both the communication process and beginning where the child

is in terms of the
of speech would involve emphasis on the

utterance as a basic unit. Taking the utterance as a basic unit of organiza-
tion for the teething Of reading and writing may enable the child to bring to
the reading sttuatice the ability he has in spoken language to integrate smaller
units (phonemes, words, etc.) in a "planful" fashion and thus avoid losing
the thought for the separate words or the words for the separate letters.



ELEVEN HYPOTHESES IN SEARCH OF A METHOD

Jerome S. Bruner*
Center for Cognitive Studies

Harvard University

pothesis 1. There is a sharp difference between image space and

information space. Reading involves learning to distinguish between

information spaces, not image spaces.

Experiment:

Bulb boards: B

qt. 0 00 T
s -3 0 0

0 3 3
0 :3

Ch f)

000001
C) 3 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 C)0 0
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Task: ''Child was shown the two boards A and B, each of which
had letter picked out by lighted bulbs. Board C was unlighted
but any single bulb could be illuminated by touching it. On
each trial the bulb wastwirod se that the single lights forming
either the letter shown on board A, or the letter shown on board
B could be illuednitedby-touchtnt the bulbs. The child's task
was to discover which, one of the two alternatives could be
lighted (i.e. which of the two letters was 'on' the board).

Results: 4 year olds - pushed random buttons. When asked why
17111D*5hOd liChiltton'and then changed to another (when no
light appeared) he would answer, 4ecause it wasn't there:;"

", "-'' "
* Notes on a seminar tali delivered June IS, 1964, MIT Endicott House,Dedham, Massachusetts
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Questions directed at trying to find out what "it" referredto didn't elicit much of an answer.

Older kids - at first would push the non-discriminating buttons(i.e. where the two letters would overlap). Then they wouldpush discriminating lights (i.e. ones which would light if itwere one of the letters, but not if it were the other).

Group data shows that the proportion of discriminating to non-discriminating responses increases with age. Individual datashows that the change from non - discriminating to discriminatingresponses comes with a bang.

Hypothesis 2. English letters are a privileged subset of graphs which
can be generated by a set of diacritica.

rt t
"Letters" which can be generated from the
pattern at the left.

There is no pattern as to why some of the above, but not all ofthem are used in our notation. Once the rules for generationare known it may be easier to separate the selected ones fromthe non-selected.

H ot+hests 3. Perhaps practice in "babbling" in writing would make

it easier for the kid. to generate the alphabet.

Pot.E.,t22111«. A subset of the alOhabet may be discriminable in terms
of certain,oppositienal contrasts.

Po d teachin tactics_mii t highlight contrasts relevantto co* a doe. not matter, bkit right-facingvs* itrig ,doesm,

s could be used to assist in discrimination.
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11.12.2[oititLEE. The Bloomfield Hypothesis: Letter discrimination rust

be learned in context. e.g. Stop Spore
Step Store
Stip Snore
Stap Score

t2Egassis 6. Relevant rules for writing have not yet been learned for

oral-oral discrimination. The child has not yet learned segmentationhe

doesn't know what a word is.

The child could be trained to practice segmentation in the spoken
language. Until he has some basis for discriminating words in
the oral flow, he has no basis for matching graphemes and phonemes.

Hypothesis 7. Possibly kids should be trained to write before they learn

to read, as active representation aids, iconic aids. As yet there is no

evidence about this, one way or the other.

t,t

Hypothesis B. Vygotsky Hypothesis: Writing and reading is to speaking

and hearing as algebra is to arithmetic.

In writing or reading you don't have a referent. But, childrens'
first words are for things in which they are in visual contact.
Therefore, perhaps reading should be much more concretisedperhaps
one should have the referent right there and have someone say
it back to the child as he writes.

W.,....botgal In writing and reading as in speaking, there is a major

problem with the functors. More concrete embodiment could be given to these.

Hypothesis 10. There is a need for a means by which the child can learn

to use the redundancy of written English.

Could give practice in this by taking out 30% of the letters in a
passage and getting the kid to, put them back in the right place.
Redundancy is an essential property which allows for the scanning
mechanism. "If God delivered to the king of Prussia as imperfect
a mechanism as the human eye, the king would say to God, "Take
it back and work on it for another year."."

WL,Aotgail. Self-conscieusness about language helps learning. Therefore

we should perhaps teach linguistics in the first. grade.
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